Augmenting Public Deliberations through Stream Argument Analytics and Visualisations
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Abstract—Public deliberations are organised by governments and other large institutions to take the views of citizens around controversial issues. Increasing public demand and the associated burden on public funding make the quality of public deliberation events and their outcomes critical to modern democracies. This paper focuses on technology developed around streams of computational argument data intended to inform and improve deliberative communication in real time. Combining state-of-the-art speech recognition, argument mining, and analytics, we produce dynamic, interactive visualisations intended for non-experts, deployed incrementally in real time to deliberation participants via large screens, hand-held and personal computing devices. The goal is to bridge the gap between theoretical criteria on deliberation quality from the political sciences and objective analytics calculated automatically from computable argument data in actual public deliberations, presented as a set of visualisations which work on stream data and are simple, yet informative enough to make a positive impact on deliberative outcomes.

Index Terms—argument analytics, public deliberations, deliberative democracy, stream visualisations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we describe first results towards building a visual interventions system to improve public deliberations. The main focus of this paper is on the stream processing technique to augment deliberations in real-time. We introduce the software architecture and describe deliberation analytics and public-oriented visual augmentations aimed at improving the quality of the deliberation. This effort contributes to the “digitalisation” of society by developing a visual discourse architecture to track, analyse, and facilitate face-to-face participatory processes in real-time (see the conceptual scenario in Figure 1).

The inclusion of citizens into political decision-making processes has gained attention in recent years, mainly due to an increased demand by citizens to have a say, get heard in political decisions. Citizens lack of understanding of or agreement with decisions taken by their formally elected representatives have resulted in dissatisfaction with regular parliamentary political decision-making procedures (cf. [1], [2]). In some instances, disagreement became obvious, resulting in large protests involving hundreds and thousands of people. Recent electoral success of populist parties may arguably be linked to the persistent alienation of citizens from politics [3]. Overall, as decision-making becomes more problematic for governments, citizens, politicians, and non-governmental organisations have suggested new methods and designs to put citizens and public stakeholders in (partial) decision-making authority. Examples include referenda, plebiscites, participatory budgeting, town
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Fig. 1: An augmented public deliberation.

1 In 2010, around 50K people protested against the reconstruction of the main railway station in Stuttgart, Germany, even though the decision had passed all relevant political councils.
hall meetings, citizen hearings, and public consultations. They all share an increased burden on organisational costs and public spending\textsuperscript{2}.

Contrary to previous efforts in building deliberation support systems (for an overview see [7]), we propose an architecture that works on stream data and is applied to face-to-face deliberative debates. Existing automated systems are only applied to online, computer-mediated discussions [7]. Research into such support systems has found that problem-solving abilities increase when using argumentation mapping software [8]; online mapping tools lead to more evidence-based discussions [9]; decisions are taken more quickly when individual argumentation maps become visible to the other participants [10]; and these software solutions can help to reach consensus [11]. From these results, it follows that support systems would contribute to face-to-face deliberations. However, there is currently a lack of visual systems mapping arguments and other important dimensions of deliberative communication in face-to-face deliberations.

Research comparing online and offline deliberations has led to inconsistent conclusions on which collaboration mode should be preferred. Some studies conclude that both modes result in rather similar positive changes on the attitudes of citizens and no significant differences can be seen (e.g. [12], [13]). Yet, offline deliberation appears to be more effective in influencing citizens’ willingness to participate in politics [14]. Similarly, offline deliberations are characterised by higher quality of deliberation [15], and show stronger effects on attitudes towards policy [16].

Designing a visualisation architecture for face-to-face deliberations is significantly more challenging than for online deliberations. Such discussions are spontaneous in nature: when people communicate, immediate responses are given without long consideration. Consequently, the visual support must be instantaneous, relevant, and as simple as possible, while effectively supporting participants in their deliberation tasks. The real-time nature of this processing makes it inherently complex. For an efficient analysis, strict runtime limitations apply. If these cannot be fulfilled as the discussion moves on, any processed data lose relevance. This becomes increasingly more challenging over the duration of a debate as the amount of data increases. As many analytic models (e.g. for arguments, topics, and named entities) were created without streaming data in mind, significant efforts are needed to make them compatible. This also applies to the visualisations, as they need to be updated over time. However, newly incoming data cannot simply be added to visualisations as they arrive. Instead, to avoid cluttering, information that becomes irrelevant needs to be hidden or removed. This can be achieved by reducing the level of detail, aggregating data, collapsing tree branches, or using sliding-windows.

As visualisations are presented to non-experts, they must be comprehensible without extensive explanation. Simplicity is a requirement for the visual design to ensure that participants can instantly absorb the content of every visual element and their interpretations in context with low cognitive load. Another important challenge lays in the dynamic design of the visual elements. As said, the system must carefully incorporate recent actions in the debate, incrementally processing data as new content becomes available. The algorithms for analysing deliberation must also ensure they do not omit important aspects of the debate and must – at all times – objectively reflect the current state of the deliberation. Consequently, there is a need to balance between visual updates, coherence, objectivity, and simplicity.

In general, we aim for an architecture that adds significant augmentation as content layers which support participants during public deliberations. Ultimately, we aim to build an intervention system to achieve high quality deliberative communication. This paper presents the first steps in this effort. We draw support from the recent advances in computational and visual analytics and present disruptive technology to the rapidly expanding domain of deliberative democracy.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Deliberative Communication

Deliberation promotes a very specific type of communication that emphasises normative rationality and public reasoning. In its extended form, deliberation aims for a rationally motivated consensus instead of taking decisions based on a majority vote [17]. It expects participants to communicate in an inclusive and respectful manner [18]. Moreover, decision-making should be based on extensive justification [19] and, following Habermas, it is the power of the better argument that should lead to agreement and decisions [17]. While the theory originally postulates normative maxims for deliberation, the demand for applications and computational tools has led to an increased empirical understanding of deliberation decision-making.

Research in the field of deliberative communication has concentrated on three aspects of deliberative decision-making: antecedents, dynamics, and consequences [20]. While a multitude of work focuses on the institutional and individual antecedents and their effects on deliberation and decision-making (see e.g. [21], [22]), fewer studies analyse the actual dynamics of deliberative communication. The current framework of analysis is based on manual reading and highlighting of interesting deliberative sections within a discourse (e.g. [23]). Sequential effects, however, do matter and presenting visual feedback to the participants is expected to activate potentials for better deliberation.

B. Argument Analytics

Argument technologies rely on computational models and tools to process natural language argument. The area has flourished in recent years, taking a discipline traditionally linked to philosophy and the law, to the foreground of AI and the news [24], [25], [26]. The Argument Web [27], for

\textsuperscript{2} Costs in Germany are estimated at €300K for each participatory process [4], although the now infamous 9-day public arbitration on the aforementioned reconstruction of the Stuttgart railway station – later dubbed “a failure of deliberative democracy” [5] – involved 230 participants, was broadcast live on TV, and greatly exceeded the €300K estimate. In the UK, citizen participation costs each local government around €2.5 million per year, with a total annual financial burden of around €1.3 billion on the taxpayer [6].
instance, is an ecosystem for analysing, storing, and processing argument structures represented as a network of propositions (i.e. claims and evidence) connected by relations such as support and attack. The Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [28] is a domain-independent, extensible formalism to represent argument structures. Arguments are stored in AIFdb [29], [30], a public repository of argument data with more than 30 thousand argument maps in several languages. Among other extensions to AIF, AIF* now supports the extraction of arguments from dialogues [31], following a theory in which argument structures are anchored to speaker utterances via illocutionary intentions [32]. This allows for the systematic identification of argument structures in transcripts of public deliberation, manually and, increasingly so, automatically via argument mining techniques [33], [34].

Once arguments are in a format amenable of computational treatment, it is possible to compute properties of the argument network to shed light on the nature of the deliberation. Such argument analytics [35], [36], [37] can then be turned into visualisations and presented to stakeholders. Recent efforts have aimed to make visualisation of argument analytics suitable for the general public. The Election Debate Visualisation project built Democratic Replay [38], a platform to replay videos of election debates enhanced with interactive hypervideo visualisations. The Centre for Argument Technology at the University of Dundee has recently partnered with the BBC to annotate a special programme of BBC Radio 4’s The Moral Maze about the 60th anniversary of the UK’s Abortion Act, creating visual analytics that were made available to the show listeners [39]. The visualisations work on six increments, and navigation controls allow users to see how they evolved throughout the show.

C. Visualisation Technologies

As mentioned in the introduction, several software frameworks have been proposed for visualising deliberation. Most visual discourse architectures however, focus on a limited subset of deliberation analytics [40], [41], and present argumentation as a map, hoping to increase the social deliberation skills of the participants (see e.g. [42]). As the brief outline in the introduction suggests, research has shown that such software tools indeed enhance deliberation and might also increase the propensity of reaching consensus.

The VisArgue project [43], [44] developed a fully-automated framework for analysing and visualising deliberative communication. It is currently the most coherent framework for deliberation analytics and their visual representation. Although it can only be applied to the debates ex-post, i.e. after a deliberative event, efforts are underway to include support for stream data. The framework automatically identifies the relative amount of deliberation along four dimensions: participation, respect, justification, and accommodation. For each of the dimensions, visualisations were developed to allow thorough visual inspection and interpretation of a debate’s deliberative content (for further details, see e.g. [45], [46], [47], [48]). The architecture proposed in this paper and described in the next section builds on the VisArgue pipeline and the Argument Web providing fully-automated visual analytics of public deliberations in real time as the debates take place. The proposed visualisation framework is aligned on concepts for visualising text for close- and distant-reading, as surveyed by Jänicke et al. [49], as well as tasks for visual text analytics, as surveyed by Liu et al [50].

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2 shows the pipeline for deliberation analytics, which combines state-of-the-art speech recognition, argument mining and data analytics to produce stream visualisations of public deliberations, which are deployed in real time to participants via large analytic displays, hand-held devices or personal computers.

A. Stream Speech Processing

The input module takes the audio signal of spoken deliberations and produces live transcripts, either using automatic speech-to-text services (e.g. Google’s Cloud Speech-to-Text or Amazon’s Alexa Voice Service) or a human stenographer. Recent advances in automatic speech recognition allow to distinguish different speakers and work extremely well in many languages, even with strong accents, local dialects, and background noise. This makes them suitable for research system prototypes and demonstrations. For deployment in real public deliberations, the required increase in transcript quality and speaker identification is guaranteed by using a stenographer. In both cases, the result will be a stream of utterances, with a timestamp, the speaker ID, and the location.

B. Stream Argument Technologies

The stream of text is processed by the Argument Mining Framework (AMF) [51], [52] producing incremental argument structures in the Argument Interchange Framework [28], [53]. Although existing argument technologies (see Section II-B) were conceived to work with static, complete event-related argumentat data, it is straightforward to use them for processing a stream of data. By building a series of increasingly larger argument datasets as new transcribed speech arrives, the entire ecosystem of tools can be used on the successive corpora. Previous experiences with such an approach include the real-time manual annotation of a live radio show using the Argument Analysis Wall [54]. A group of 10 researchers took a stenographic feed of the broadcast, chunked it, and analysed it collaboratively using a very large touchscreen. The entire radio show was analysed by the end of the transmission, and incremental analytics were available throughout the show as the analysis progressed. The approach in the pipeline for deliberation analytics is analogues, except that the team of researchers is replaced by state-of-the-art automatic argument mining algorithms.

C. Stream Argument Analytics and Visualisations

The series of argument datasets are then incrementally processed by a combination of analytics (Analytics Service): special-purpose variations of developments from the Argument Analytics [36], [36] and VisArgue [44] projects. A subset of these will be described in detail in the next section.
The information stream resulting from the analytics is then turned into dynamic visualisations (Visualisations Service), tailored to the deliberation stakeholders, which update as new data becomes available. Two aspects of the visualisations are crucially relevant: their behaviour throughout the event, i.e., how they start, develop and end as data from the analytics services flows in; and their clarity in conveying information to untrained users. Examples of visualisations intended for the general public are available in [39], and for experts in [55].

Finally, the visualisations are presented live to participants on a large screen, or made available interactively to organisers and moderators via personal computing devices (Deployment). Individual visualisations are combined and arranged on canvases depending on the specific client: a few simpler, non-interactive visualisations are presented to the audience, for instance; while a larger set of more detailed, customisable options can be made available to moderators and organisers. The four visualisations presented below are designed to be presented to all users, but this is likely to change as more visualisations are added to the system. In general, however, visualisations that require user interaction, e.g., to expose specific parts of the information, will necessarily be shown on handheld devices. The Named Entity Graph and the Argumentation Map are examples of such visualisations. Similarly, visualisations with potential for misinterpretation or that require extensive explanations would only be shown to organisers and moderators.

IV. DELIBERATION ANALYTICS

The VisArgue project (introduced above) developed a number of visualisation approaches to analyse discourse data [56]. For example, to analyse the contributions of speakers in a debate and their dynamics, the system uses ConToVi [46], a radial visualisation showing the so-called Topic-Space of a debate. Using staged animations, the flow of the discussion can be retraced, highlighting speaker-behaviour and topic-shifts. Similarly, the visual argument analytics in the EDV and ARG-tech BBC projects mentioned above [38], [39] provide tools to navigate and understand election debates non-linearly around sense-making features and to inspect argumentation properties of controversial deliberations in radio shows.

These visualisations are tailored to enable different perspectives on the data, building a large portfolio for analysing deliberative communication. All of them, however, were developed targeting a scenario in which users review past debates to get deeper insights into what has been said, enabling a detailed and focused analysis.

In the scenario of real-time face-to-face discussion support, there is a need for simplification to reduce the cognitive load on users, enabling them to focus on the essential. We propose a layered analysis concept allowing for the reduction of complexity: the faster the stream of new utterances, the more visualisations are simplified to ensure that users can focus on the most important information. If the stream slows down, layers can be added back on, allowing for more in-depth analysis. Users could, for example, view details of visualisations in individual “sandboxes”, e.g., on mobile devices. These sandboxes could elaborate on specific aspects of the debate, and could be configured individually and independently for each user.

A. CONTENT ANALYTICS

The contents participants contribute to the debate are directly relevant to the overall quality of a public deliberation. We focus here on two types of content analysis: topics, i.e., what participants talk about, and argumentation, i.e., how participants talk about those topics.

1) Topics: Lexical episodes plots are used to show which concepts are important during the deliberation. They are intended to give an overview of those concepts and highlight in which parts of the discussion they played an important role. The plots incrementally visualise analysed utterances as grey bars, mimicking the formatting of the underlying text as it would be seen when zooming out far enough. The “episodes” are defined as sequences in the text where a given keyword appears with a density higher than expected. These episodes are coloured for easier differentiation and shown on the left-hand side. The expected density of a keyword is calculated as the number of
times the keyword occurs in a word sequence, divided by the total number of words in the sequence. For a keyword that appears four times in a text with 100 keywords, we would expect the repetitions of the keyword to appear with gaps of 24 other words, assuming an equidistant density distribution. If the gap between two occurrences of a keyword in a group of at least three occurrences is smaller than its expected distance, a lexical episode is created. This episode then spans the region of the text from the first occurrence in the group to the last.

Figure 3 shows the development of the episodes over time as new utterances are processed. Depending on their topics and any mentioned keywords, new episodes can be created with every new utterance. Generally, adding new utterances can lead to an increase or decrease in the expected density for each keyword, in turn leading to the creation or removal of episodes. Figure 4 shows the visualisation by the end of the deliberation. For example, the episode “right of way” that was added in Figure 3b, was later removed as other, more significant episodes were detected after processing further utterances. The significance level required for an episode to be shown is automatically adjusted over time to avoid cluttering. Less significant episodes are automatically removed to make room for newer, more relevant ones. As a consequence, users might not see the same past episodes when looking at snapshots of the visualisation at different times in the deliberation. As episodes are created every time words are used more frequently than expected, users can conclude that removed episode keywords have become less significant as the discussion moved forward. The overview of the discussion provided in Figure 4 shows that participants were concerned about road safety, the number of lanes, the location of interchanges, the traffic, their houses, etc.

2) Argumentation: During deliberations, participants will speak in support or against issues related to the main question(s) that motivate the meeting. These relations between participants’ utterances are captured by the analysis of the argument structure described above. By counting the number of propositions in favour and against a given position, it is possible to establish which issues are most divisive. These structures are presented as a collapsible tree, showing the issues in connection to the deliberation question to which they relate. As new arguments and issues are identified, older ones are collapsed, to make room and allow focus on the most recent information. This visualisation is aimed at making explicit what are the main issues in the discussion, how the different positions relate to these issues and to each other, and which of the participants hold those positions. The expectation is that this information will allow participants, and especially the moderator, to better manage the deliberation.

Figure 5 shows an example of how the Dynamic Argument Map evolves during the deliberation. The root node represents the question motivating the public deliberation. One or more questions are generally available before the event, published by the organisers to motivate attendance and structure the discussion. The links between issue and questions are made by automatic analysis of topic similarity. Issues are connected to questions via yellow lines and are decorated with an avatar representing the participant who put it forward. Similarly, reasons for and against issues and other propositions are also
decorated by the speaker, but connected with green and red lines, respectively. The thickness and opacity of the lines are used to indicate the path between the root of the tree and the most recent addition to the map. Older branches, such as when there is a change of issue, are collapsed to avoid cluttering and ease focusing attention to the most relevant section of the map. This is illustrated in Figure 5c, where the top branch constructed in Figures 5a and 5b is partially collapsed showing two levels with thinner lines and 50% opacity. The thicker lines leading to the bottom right proposition indicate that this is the most current, and therefore relevant, addition to the structure.

B. Participation Analytics

Opportunities for participants to contribute to the debate are also directly relevant to the quality of public deliberations. Below, we describe two types of participation analysis: entities, i.e. who takes part, and diachrony, i.e. when and how much participants contribute throughout the debate.

1) Entities: To analyse the participation of speakers in a debate and explore their influence, we developed a named entity relationship graph. The resulting visualisation gives an overview of relevant named entities, which are extracted using a combination of supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms. These entities are put in relation with the participants of the debate, showing which themes each participant has talked about. We use the Stanford Named Entity Recognition system [57] to extract entities in seven categories: Location, Person, Organisation, Money, Percent, Date, and Time. We also use information provided by topic models and lexical chaining algorithms to extract important context-related keywords; and heuristics such as word lists, to detect date and time keywords or those expressing positive or negative emotion, among others. Relations between the extracted entities are identified using a distance-restricted model to find entity pairs. We consider all entities that appear within a distance of at most five words from each other to be in a potential relationship, and create an entity pair. This definition ensures fast and efficient computation of entity pairs.

The extracted entities are shown in a directed node-link graph and positioned using a force-directed layout algorithm. The nodes are scaled corresponding to the frequency of the respective entity in the text. Their colour is determined based on the membership of the entities in ten categories like person, location, emotion words or context words. Entities that appear in pairs are connected with an edge. The edge length is scaled to the average distance between the entities in the text, bringing entities closer in the text closer together in the visualisation. The brightness and width of the edges is scaled proportionally to the frequency of the entity pair. To select the degree of detail for the visualisation, users can adjust the minimum entity-pair frequency that is still shown. As new utterances are added in the data stream, extracted named entities are added to the entity graph as is shown in Figure 6. Small cards represent the current speakers in the discussion and show their positions within the entity space. We again use a force-directed layout algorithm to position the speaker cards. Each card is attracted by the entities the speaker has talked about. All attraction forces are proportional to the amount that a participant has talked about an entity. Consequently, participants talking about many entities move towards the centre of the graph. To avoid overplotting issues, an entity or speaker card can be anchored to a given position. This causes the remaining entities to re-orientate around the fixed point based on the original attraction forces. Throughout the debate, we fade out both entities and speakers that have not been updated in a while, enabling the users to focus on who is participating right now, and in which
Fig. 6: Named Entity Graph: As the discussion progresses, new entities and speakers are added to the graph and older ones are faded out to avoid cluttering. The speakers’ position in the entity graph shows what they have been talking about.

context. The three snapshots shown in Figure 6 show that a budget of five billion US dollars is available and that the project has been approved, that Ms. Lande and Mr. Lattrell voiced concerns about potential delays, and that Ms. Jensen elaborated on potential improvements to traffic congestion.

2) Diachrony: The evolution of when and to what extent participants contributed to the deliberation over time is computed from the argument data stream by noting the timestamp and identity associated with each locution. It is worth noting that the information is not based simply on speech actions, but on actual contributions to the argument structure, i.e. only utterances that have actual argumentative force are taken into consideration. This prevents the inclusion of turn-taking and session management contributions (e.g. a moderator explaining the dynamics of the event) from skewing the results. In addition to the timeline of contributions, we also aggregate participation as a pie chart, to show explicitly how much each participant contributed so far to the entire discussion. This explicit information is intended to help to moderate the discussion, e.g. by avoiding imbalances in how time is distributed across participants, presumably leading to fairer, better deliberation.

Figure 7 shows the Turns Timeline and Participation Chart. These are colour-coded, in the same way as the avatars in the Dynamic Argument Map. The timeline presents one line per speaker, and new speakers and contributions are added as new argument data flows in. To help users focus on most recent section of the timeline, we use a sliding window which shows the latest 10 minutes for the discussion. Data from earlier in the discussion are placed in the bottom, zoomed out visualisation which shows every turn since the beginning of the event. In the interactive version, users can scroll back to visualise the details of earlier portions of the debate. The participation chart is simple, yet powerful, allowing all participants to see who has contributed to the discussion so far and whether anyone has dominated the discussion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented the first steps towards developing a system to augment public deliberations with analytics and visualisations, which work in real time on stream argument data and are suitable for non-expert users. Building on theoretical criteria from the political sciences, we identified an initial set of visualisations which we expect will contribute towards improving the quality of deliberative communication in such events. These visualisations and the underlying technologies were adapted to work on stream, incremental data and pipelined to provide an end-to-end system which turns a speech signal into a collection of visual interventions.

We have presented challenges for stream analytics and visualisations in the introduction, and have addressed these in the design of our visualisation components. Yet, one additional challenge remains. As new data are added, users should be guided to the regions of the visualisations that are changing. This would reduce their cognitive load and allow users to focus on the relevant information, instead of having to identify what has changed between updates before they can make sense of it.
The work reported here continues a series of efforts that led to the development of argument technologies [27], argument analytics [36], [37], and interactive visualisations for experts [43] and the general public [38]. Challenges as we move forward include participatory design workshops in which citizens help revising our visualisations towards simpler, yet equally effective versions that we can present to audiences without extensive explanation. We will also work towards developing the current prototype implementation of the pipeline into a fully-fledged, deployable framework. This framework will then be tested in A/B laboratory studies to identify and extract differences between the process of deliberations with and without the visual support system. For instance, we expect to see an increase in deliberation quality when participants in a debate are provided with a visual augmentation of the debate. In addition, each of the visualisations in the system will be evaluated in isolation by a panel of intended final users (e.g. audience members, organisers, etc.), in order to determine to what extent they succeed in effectively augmenting deliberations. This will be done by a combination of user experience and task-specific questionnaires [58]. Finally, we will apply the visual interventions in the wild in actual public deliberations in Scotland and Germany, in order to assess their impact on deliberative democracy, and the suitability of the visualisations to be catered to the masses.
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